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Abstract—The integrity of visual data is important for the credibility of news media and especially when used as an evidence in court or during criminal investigation. The common way to manipulate image content is copying an object and pasting in another location of the same image. In this paper, we describe a new idea for the detection of this type of forgery in JPEG images, where the compression significantly degrades detection by popular algorithms. We derive a JPEG-based constraint that any pair of patches must satisfy to be considered a valid candidate for tampered area. We propose also efficient algorithm to verify the constraint that can be integrated into most existing methods. Experiments show significant improvement of detection, especially for difficult cases, such as small objects, objects covered by textureless areas and repeated patterns.

Index Terms—Image forensics, Copy-move forgery detection, Image tampering, JPEG, Quantization constraint set.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most common image manipulations is the copy-move forgery, based on copying an object and pasting in another location of the same image. Transition between the inserted object and original contents is often masked by various retouching tools. Copying from the same image keeps statistical properties of the image such as the noise, contrast and color, which makes detection more difficult. On the other hand, reusing the same object in one image can be detected and is what is looked for by the majority of copy-move forgery detection (CMFD) techniques.

While the copy-move forgery is relatively easy to detect in images stored in lossless formats, such as PNG, GIF, and TIFF, detection in JPEG images is complicated by the fact that the same pixels, after moving to a different position and storing in the JPEG format, have different values. For this reason, when looking for copy-move candidates, existing methods usually consider all patches that are in a sense similar. Irrespective of how the similarity is measured, the problem arises that the criterion used is always a compromise between detecting all true candidates and getting a reasonable number of false positives, i.e. patches that actually were not copied but must be considered valid candidates.

In this article, we analyze the problem whether it is possible to reduce the number of false positives using the exact mechanism of JPEG compression. In other words, whether it is possible to say something about how originally identical patches can differ under compression.

II. RELATED WORK

Copy-move forgery detection was first proposed by Fridrich et al. [1]. The number of papers has been increasing every year and CMFD has become one of the most active topics in image forensics. In this section, we give a short overview of main approaches, for a more complete treatment, we refer readers to [2], [3] comparing many popular algorithms.

The typical processing pipeline used by most CMFD methods is shown in Fig. 1 (derived from Fig. 2 in [2]). The preprocessing phase includes decompression of image files if stored in a compressed format and for methods working on grayscale images also conversion to grayscale. Based on the second step (the second block from left in Fig. 1), CMFD methods can be divided into two large groups, block-based and keypoint-based, depending on the mechanism used to find the candidates for matching. The vast majority of them is in the first group, including [1]. In this approach, algorithms look for similar block obtained by partitioning the image into overlapping blocks. The reason, why it is usually impractical to look for exactly the same values (exact match in [1]) is that values can be damaged by JPEG compression or additional retouching operations. Methods either work directly with pixels or compute features transforming blocks into a representation of lower-dimension or having convenient invariant properties. For example, [1] used weighted DCT transform coefficients and Bashar et al. [4] Daubechies four tap wavelet transform.

An important reason for using features is to achieve invariance with respect to some transforms. While the basic copy-move detection assumes that object is unchanged and in the same orientation, in practice it is possible that before being pasted, it was rotated, scaled or even blurred. To ensure the invariance to rotation, Wang et al. [5] used a circle block model, Bayram et al. [6] added a scale invariance by

In the matching phase (third phase in Fig. 1), algorithms take the blocks or their features stored in a feature matrix and look for similar entries. Since considering all pairs of blocks would be extremely time-consuming, methods save time in various ways. One possibility is decreasing the number of features, which reduces the dimension of space we are searching. Popescu et al. [9] reduced the feature matching space by the PCA applied on blocks. Bashar et al. [4] modified their algorithm to use the kernel PCA. Huang et al. [10] simply shortened the feature vector to its first quarter. A complementary way to reduce computational complexity is using an efficient data structure for the approximate nearest-neighbor search. In the original paper [1], similar blocks were found by lexicographically sorting the rows in the feature matrix and comparing the adjacent rows, which was used by many followers. A more reliable efficient data structure are kd-trees, mostly used in the best-bin-first variant [11], which is applicable in both block and keypoint-based algorithms. Comparison [2] uses multiple randomized kd-trees [12]. Another fast iterative randomized technique for computing the approximate nearest-neighbor search can be found in [13].

The purpose of the filtering step (4th in Fig. 1) is to remove false matches that inevitably arise in all methods. A common procedure is to remove spatially close matches that appear because of correlation between spatially close regions. Another heuristic is skipping low-variance areas, such as sky, building facades, water surfaces etc. The main contribution of this paper belongs to this phase, filtering pairs of regions based on the compatibility with the JPEG compression process (JPEG copy-move constraint).

Finally, a postprocessing step verifies the spatial coherence of shift vectors (or in general transform parameters) obtained from the candidates generated by matching and filtering, as a rule by a combination of ideas known in image processing as the Hough transform [14] and RANSAC [15]. The seminal paper [1] simply considered only pairs with a shift vector identical to a sufficient number of other pairs. Postprocessing can also eliminate objects smaller than a threshold.

The block-based techniques are time-consuming due to the large number of compared blocks and lose accuracy when the tampered areas are blurred, scaled, rotated or otherwise geometrically transformed. To address these problems, some authors, instead of working with blocks, applied keypoint-based techniques used in computer vision, where the task is to find point correspondence between two images of one object or the same scene. Huang et al. [16] came up with a CMFD method based on the SIFT features [17], Bo et al. [18] used SURF [19]. In general, the keypoint-based techniques are fast and can be easily used when the patches were deformed by a geometric transform. On the down-side, they do not work well for small objects and are less stable than block-based methods. Especially, since the keypoints are usually detected in regions with high entropy, these methods lose accuracy in the areas retouched by an indistinct texture [20].

### III. JPEG COMPRESSION

JPEG is undoubtedly the most widespread format for efficient storage of image data [21]. JPEG uses a lossy type of compression based on the quantization of discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients, where the two-dimensional DCT is applied to small blocks of usually $8 \times 8$ pixels. In this section we describe this process in detail and introduce the mathematical notation needed later.

For grayscale images, the lossy part of JPEG compression can be expressed as

$$\tilde{y} = [QCx],$$

where $x$ is a vectorized original image, $y$ the vector of integer coefficients stored in the JPEG file, $Q$ and $C$ are matrices, and the square brackets denote the operator of rounding to the nearest integer [22], [23]. $C$ is the block-diagonal matrix of the block DCT made up of the square matrices of the two-dimensional DCT ($64 \times 64$ matrix for each $8 \times 8$ block). $C$ is orthogonal, because all the DCT sub-matrices are orthogonal. $Q$ is a diagonal matrix corresponding to the element-wise division by the coefficients from the quantization table stored in each JPEG file replicated for each block along diagonal (64 values for each $8 \times 8$ block). We will denote the vector of these coefficients as $q$, i.e. $Q = \text{diag}(1/q)$. For color images, the image is first transformed into $Y'CB'C_R$ space and individual channels are stored separately. The brightness $Y'$ is treated as described above but the chrominance channels are often stored at smaller resolution, which complicates the degradation model. Formally,

$$\tilde{y} = [QCDx],$$

where $D$ is a down-sampling matrix. As a rule, $D$ returns the average value for every (non-overlapping) square of $2 \times 2$ pixels but other dimensions of down-sampling windows, such as $2 \times 1$ or $1 \times 2$ are possible. The grayscale case (1) can be considered a special case of (2) with $D = I$, i.e. identity. JPEG decompression can be written as

$$\tilde{x} = \frac{1}{k} D^T C^T Q^{-1} y = \frac{1}{k} D^T C^T \text{diag}(q)y,$$

where $k = 1/4$ for the $2 \times 2$ down-sampling window, $k = 1/2$ for $2 \times 1$ and $1 \times 2$, and $k = 1$ for grayscale (no down-sampling).

Given coefficients $y$ stored in a JPEG file, the quantization constraint set is the set of images satisfying condition (2) in all color channels. This set is local in the sense that it is defined independently for each JPEG block. This locality is reflected in the structure of matrix $QCD$, which is block-diagonal with blocks of size $64 \times 64$ for grayscale and $64 \times 256$ for the chrominance channels with $2 \times 2$ down-sampling.
IV. JPEG COPY-MOVE CONSTRAINT

The main contribution of this paper is a procedure to verify the possibility of copy-move between two patches with known coordinates using the knowledge of JPEG compression process including the quantization table extracted from the input JPEG file. We assume that the object was only moved, i.e. there was no rotation or any other geometrical distortion, and that there was no noise added. The object could have been copied to an arbitrary part of the image and after moving to the target area, the object could have been retouched by blurring boundaries to mask the transition to the surrounding area. The main requirement is that the original object contains at least one JPEG block, i.e. a rectangular area of size at least $8 \times 8$ pixels aligned with the JPEG grid (see Fig. 2(a)). This is guaranteed for objects of size $15 \times 15$ pixels and larger. The corresponding target area (Fig. 2(b)) must not be retouched. If we use also the chromatic channels, the necessary patch size increases to $16 \times 16$ pixels.

For our purpose, we assume that the detection algorithm works with patches of size being a multiple of the size of JPEG blocks (typically $8 \times 8$ for grayscale and $16 \times 16$ if we consider also the chrominance channels). In addition, we assume that the source patch is aligned with the JPEG grid (in Fig. 2(a) the patch consists of only one JPEG block). In the target area, we consider a larger patch, the smallest patch containing the cloned area aligned with JPEG blocks, see Fig. 2(c). Denoting the vectorized pixel values before compression in the enlarged target area as $x$, the values of the original source patch (Fig. 2(a)) can be expressed as $Mx$, where $M$ is the matrix selecting the pixels corresponding to the source area in Fig. 2(b) (selection matrix). Equation (2) implies that the set of possible target areas before JPEG compression satisfy

$$QCDx \in \left\{ y_2 - \frac{1}{2}, y_2 + \frac{1}{2} \right\},$$

where $y_2$ is the vector of integer coefficients stored in the JPEG file that corresponds to the target patch. The interval $\left\langle y_2 - \frac{1}{2}, y_2 + \frac{1}{2} \right\rangle$ is the multi-dimensional interval of numbers rounding to the nearest integers in $y_2$. The interval is left-closed (angle bracket) and right-open (round bracket) as usual when rounding. In the original area containing the same (source) patch $Mx$ similarly

$$QCDMx \in \left\{ y_1 - \frac{1}{2}, y_1 + \frac{1}{2} \right\}.$$

Sets (4) and (5) are convex. We can see that the necessary condition for the possibility of copy-move between source and target areas is equivalent to the existence of a point in the intersection of sets (4) and (5). We call this condition the JPEG copy-move constraint or shortly JPEG constraint. Unfortunately, it is probably impossible to verify the existence of this intersection directly. Nevertheless, in the following section, we derive an efficient algorithm that verifies the JPEG constraint iteratively.

V. ALGORITHM

The simplest way to find a point in the intersection of arbitrary two convex sets $A$ and $B$ in a vector space is alternating projection (see Fig. 3). If the intersection is not empty, this procedure provably converges to a point in the intersection. Otherwise, the distance between two consecutive projections converges to the distance between $A$ and $B$. This method is known as the projection on convex sets (POCS) [24]. Unfortunately, POCS converges relatively slowly (in our case hundreds of iterations), which makes it unsuitable for our purpose.

The convergence can be significantly speeded up by the Douglas-Rachford splitting [25], which is a special case of the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [26]. If exists, the intersection $A \cap B$ can be found by iterating the following three steps

$$x \leftarrow P_A (a + d),$$

$$a \leftarrow P_B (x - d),$$

$$d \leftarrow d - (x - a),$$

where $P_A$ and $P_B$ are projections on sets $A$ and $B$, and $a$ and $d$ are auxiliary variables of the same size as $x$. By the projection on a set we mean the point in the set closest to the projected point in the sense of $l_2$ norm. Variable $x$ is in general a point in set $A$, which will be in our algorithm the same $x$ defined in the previous section. Variable $a$ is initialized in a starting point $x_0$. $d$ is initially zero. Iterations are stopped, when the $l_2$ norm of $x - a$ is smaller than a threshold $\varepsilon$ or the number of iterations exceeds a limit. The latter implies that $A \cap B$ is empty. Note that both POCS and ADMM require sets $A$ and $B$ to be closed. For this reason, instead of intervals in
1. Initialize $a_0 = x_0$, $d_0 = 0$

2. repeat

3. $x \leftarrow a + d - \frac{1}{k} D^T C^T \text{diag}(q)$

\[
\left( QCD (a + d) - P_{y_2 - \frac{1}{2}, y_2 + \frac{1}{2} - \delta} (QCD (a + d)) \right)
\]

4. $a \leftarrow x - d - \frac{1}{k} M^T D^T C^T \text{diag}(q)$

\[
\left( QCDM (x - d) - P_{y_1 - \frac{1}{2}, y_1 + \frac{1}{2} - \delta} (QCDM (x - d)) \right)
\]

5. $d \leftarrow d - (x - a)$

6. until the stopping criterion $|x - a| \leq \epsilon$ is satisfied or the number of iterations exceeds a limit

Fig. 4. The algorithm for verification of the JPEG copy-move constraint, i.e. the possibility of copy-move between two image patches.

(4) and (5), we work with closed intervals $\langle y - \frac{1}{2}, y + \frac{1}{2} - \delta \rangle$, where $\delta$ is a sufficiently small constant.

To make the algorithm efficient, we need also the projections in (6) and (7) to be fast. Since the set (4) is of the same form as (5), its is sufficient to show the efficient projection for the latter. Indeed, projection (5) can be expressed as

\[
P_{QCDM \epsilon (y - \frac{1}{2}, y + \frac{1}{2} - \delta)} (z) = z - \frac{1}{k} M^T D^T C^T \text{diag}(q) \cdot \left( QCDMz - P_{y - \frac{1}{2}, y + \frac{1}{2} - \delta} (QCDMz) \right),
\]

which is straightforward to compute in time proportional to the number of pixels in the patch. Transpose $C^T$ is the inverse DCT, $D^T$ replicates each value in a down-sampled image to the corresponding rectangle in the full size image and $M^T$ keeps the pixels selected by $M$ (corresponding to the source patch) intact and fills the rest of the pixels of the target area with zeros. Constant $k = 1/\text{mn}$ is a down-sampling factor ($1/4$ for $2 \times 2$ down-sampling). The projection on set (4) is a special case with $M = I$, i.e. identity. The proof is described in [27].

The algorithm is summarized in Fig. 4. We can see that (9) and therefore also the algorithm basically consists of JPEG compression and decompression operations (compare with (2) and (3)). The compression operations $QCD$ and $QCDM$ are computed only once in each projection, since its result can be reused. In our experiments the threshold in the stopping criterion was set to $\epsilon = 10^{-10}$ and the maximum number of iterations to 12. What is important, the number of iterations does not depend on the number of image pixels. In theory, it can slightly increase for larger patches, though. The initial estimate $x_0$ can be set to the values in the target area.

The time needed to compute one projection is approximately the same as the time of one JPEG compression ($QCD$) and decompression ($\frac{1}{k} D^T C^T \text{diag}(q)$) of an image of the same size as the patch.

### VI. Experiments

In this section, we show how our procedure improves performance of a complete detection algorithm. We use simple patch-level matching, followed by the JPEG copy-move constraint and verification of the coherence of shift vectors.
use two standard image datasets [29], [3]. The performance of other methods on the same datasets is analyzed in [2], [3]. We also created a third image set containing difficult cases with repeated patterns, objects masked by an indistinct texture (skies, building facades etc.) and small objects. All three datasets (DS1, DS2 and DS3), contain in total 81 images:

- **DS1**: 23 images by Silva at al. [3],
- **DS2**: 40 images, CoMoFoD dataset [29],
- **DS3**: 18 images created by our research group, representing the difficult cases.

To evaluate the algorithms, we use two different metrics. In both cases, we compare with the ground truth represented, for each image, by a matrix of ones on the tampered pixels and zeroes elsewhere.

- **Image level**: An algorithm is successful if it finds at least a portion of the tampered area. The algorithm fails if it does not find any modified pixel.
- **Patch level**: We divide images to non-overlapping patches of 8 x 8 pixels. A patch is considered correctly marked as tampered if there is an overlap with a pixel in the ground truth. We count the number of correctly found tampered patches (true positives, TPs) and the number of patches labeled as tampered with no overlap with the ground truth (false positives, FPs).

For space reasons, we show results on JPEG images compressed only with quality factor 95. In our experiments, we see the similar behavior for qualities above around 90.

Quantitative results for all the datasets are given in Tables I-III. The second column shows the number of images, where the algorithm found at least a part of the tampered area. The same number, as a percentage of all images in the dataset, is given in the third column (success rate). The fourth and sixth columns show the numbers of patch level TPs and FPs. We also compute two standard statistical quantities, sensitivity (abbreviated as sens. in Tables I-III) and false discovery rate (FDR, one minus precision). They are given in columns five and seven. The number of patches in ground truth is defined as the number of patches containing at least one modified pixel. Three examples in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 illustrate typical outputs of the tested approaches.

At the image level, the SIFT-based method achieves a decent success rate of 91% on DS1 but often fails on DS2 and DS3 (65% and 33%). Moreover, this method produces a large number of false matches at the patch level, even for relatively easy examples like in Fig. 5(d). In addition, Fig. 6(d) and Fig. 7(d) illustrate how repeated motives can cause a complete failure of this algorithm, a problem mentioned already in the original paper [28]. We see similar results also for all three methods of Cozzolino [13]. Although the success rate on DS1 database is at the patch level over 95% for ZM, over 94% for PCT, and over 93% for FMT, the FDR is around 5%. And the success rates on the other two databases are between 70 and 75 percent only.

Using the DCT-tuned, we achieved the overall success rate over 92% at the image level and sensitivity over 82% at the patch level. As the weakest point of this approach, we identified the pictures with large areas of weak texture. The proposed JPEG copy-move constraint improves results significantly. It achieves the overall success rate of 100% at the image level and sensitivity 89.91 % at the patch level, by reducing the number of false positives (1.01%) .

For space reasons, we show results on JPEG images compressed only with quality factor 95. In our experiments, we see the similar behavior for qualities above around 90.

Quantitative results for all the datasets are given in Tables I-III. The second column shows the number of images, where the algorithm found at least a part of the tampered area. The same number, as a percentage of all images in the dataset, is given in the third column (success rate). The fourth and sixth columns show the numbers of patch level TPs and FPs. We also compute two standard statistical quantities, sensitivity (abbreviated as sens. in Tables I-III) and false discovery rate (FDR, one minus precision). They are given in columns five and seven. The number of patches in ground truth is defined as the number of patches containing at least one modified pixel. Three examples in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 illustrate typical outputs of the tested approaches.

At the image level, the SIFT-based method achieves a decent success rate of 91% on DS1 but often fails on DS2 and DS3 (65% and 33%). Moreover, this method produces a large number of false matches at the patch level, even for relatively easy examples like in Fig. 5(d). In addition, Fig. 6(d) and Fig. 7(d) illustrate how repeated motives can cause a complete failure of this algorithm, a problem mentioned already in the original paper [28]. We see similar results also for all three methods of Cozzolino [13]. Although the success rate on DS1 database is at the patch level over 95% for ZM, over 94% for PCT, and over 93% for FMT, the FDR is around 5%. And the success rates on the other two databases are between 70 and 75 percent only.

Using the DCT-tuned, we achieved the overall success rate over 92% at the image level and sensitivity over 82% at the patch level. As the weakest point of this approach, we identified the pictures with large areas of weak texture. The proposed JPEG copy-move constraint improves results significantly. It achieves the overall success rate of 100% at the image level and sensitivity 89.91 % at the patch level, by reducing the number of false positives (1.01%) .
VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a method to improve reliability of detecting copy-move forgery in JPEG images. For this purpose, we introduce the JPEG copy-move constraint that can be used to filter out false matches of candidate patches in almost any existing detection algorithm. Since the constraint is exact, i.e., gives almost no false negatives, results are always better than without this constraint.

The proposed approach cannot be directly used with geometrical transforms like scale change or rotation. One could imagine an extension to these operations but results probably would not be worth additional complexity of the algorithm. In our opinion, improved detection justifies this restriction, though. In addition, the scenario of pure shift is probably frequent enough to be considered separately. Another limitation of the JPEG constraint is that it requires the moved object to contain at least one JPEG block. On the other hand, smaller objects are probably too hard also for all other methods.
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